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We consider those first order theories with equality and a binary re-
lation sign <, which possess well-ordered models. A theory is a consistent 
set of sentences and hence has a model. In a model of any of the theories 
under consideration, the interpretation of < is a binary relation on the 
domain of the model. If this relation is a well-ordering of the domain, 
the model is called well-ordered. To a well-ordered model we associate an 
ordinal number which is the order type of the interpretation of <. The 
smallest among the order types of well-ordered models of a theory Tis 
called the minimal ordinal type of T, in symbols m.o.t.(T). Certainly, the 
m.o.t.(T) depends on how many and what kind of relation symbols occur 
in T. To take care of this aspect, we introduce the notion of a signature. 
A signature a is a sequence of non-negative integers, having an initial 
ordinal number as its order type. The cardinality of a, in symbols c(a), 
is nothing but the order type of a, since a cardinal nuinber is identified 
with an initial ordinal number. "T is of signature a" means that corre-
sponding to each term of a, say n, a relation symbol of n arguments 
occurs in Tin addition to the equality sign and the sign <. (A relation 
symbol of 0 argument is, of course, an individual constant.) For an ordinal 
number 'fJ we denote by c('IJ) the cardinality of 'IJ· 
Our main results are as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose a signature a is given, c( a) = N,.. Then for every 
1], 'fJ is the m.o.t.(T) for some T of signature a if and only if c('l]) < N,.. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose a signature a is given, c(a) <No and at least 
one term of a is a positive integer. Then for every 'fJ, 'fJ is the m.o.t.(T) 
for some T of signature a if and only if c('IJ)<No. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose a signature a is given, c(a)=k<No and all 
terms of a are zeros. Then for every 'fJ, 'fJ is the m.o.t.(T) for some T of 
signature a if and only if 'IJ<Ww·(k+2). 
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About the last theorem, we should mention that we shall show more 
than what is stated there. Namely, we shall obtain an algorithmic criterion 
for two systems of this signature to be elementarily equivalent. The 
implication from the left to the right in THMS. 1. and 2.1. is an easy 
consequence of results in [T-V] and the fact that a subsystem of a well-
ordered system is again well-ordered. 
To show the implication in the other direction, we begin with a 
Lemma l. Given a signature a such that c(a)=~,. and all terms of 
a are zeros, and given an ordinal number 'YJ such that C('YJ)<~,., we can 
construct a theory T of signature a such that the m.o.t.(T)='YJ· 
Proof. Let ao, a1, ... ,a,, ... , C<N.:,, be a list of individual constants. 
Case l. c( 'YJ) < ~"'. Then 'YJ < ~"'. In this case, let T be the set of sentences 
consisting of (\fx)(\fy)(x<y :J x*y), a~<a~ for all C, ~such that C<~<'YJ, 
and a,=ar; for all C such that 'YJ<C<~,.. 
The m.o.t.(T) is obviously 'YJ· 
Case 2. c('YJ)=~,.. Then there is a one-one function f from {C; C<'YJ} 
onto {C; C<~J. LetT be the set consisting of (\fx)(\fy)(x<y :J x*y), and 
af(r;><af(r;) for all C, ~ such that C<~<'YJ. 
The m.o.t.(T) is 'YJ· 
To finish the proof of THM. 1., namely to cope with more general type 
of signatures, we confine ourselves to an indication of "how to convert" 
a relation symbol to an individual constant, because the rest is easy and 
yet tedious to write out. Suppose we are required to use a relation symbol 
R in place of a,. Then we put the sentence 
(::lx)[R(x, ... , x) & (\fx1) ... (lfxn)(R(xr, ... , Xn) :J X1=X & ... & Xn=x)] 
in T and replace, for example, a,<a~ by (\fx)(R(x, ... , x) :J x<a~). Simi-
larly, we can "convert" an n-ary relation to a unary relation, by means 
of the sentence 
(\fx1) ... (\fxn)(R(Xl, ... , Xn) :J X1 = Xz & X1 = X3 & ... & X1 = Xn)· 
Notice that the a,=a~ in the above Case 1. are used to take care of 
"superfluous" symbols. Similarly we can take care of a "superfluous" 
relation symbol, for instance, by the sentence (\fx)(R(x, ... , x) :J x=x). 
With these devices at hand, the following lemma is sufficient to com-
plete the proof of THM. 2.1. 
Lemma 2. Given an ordinal number 'YJ such that c('YJ)<~o we can 
construct a theory T of signature (1) such that the m.o.t.(T) ='YJ· 
Proof. Case 1. c('YJ)<~o. Then 'YJ<~o. An example of T such that 
the m.o.t.(T)='YJ can be 
(\fx)(\fy)(x<y :J x * y), (::lx1) ... (::lx'1)(x1 <xz & ... & X"'-1 <x'1), 
and (\fx)(R(x) :J x=x). 
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Case 2. c(17) = ~o. Then 1J = w ·IX+ fJ 1) for some IX> 0, c(IX) < ~o, and 
O.;;;{J<w. Let fh=W·IX or W·IX+ 1 according as fJ=O or not, and let f be 
a one-one function from {C; C < fh} onto the positive integers, with the 
additional condition that /( w ·IX)= fJ in case fJ #- 0. Let R( ) be a given 
unary relation symbol. We use the following abbreviations 2): 
Con (x, y) for (x<,.y & (lfz)(x<,.z<,.y :J R(x)- R(z))) 
V (y<,.x & (ltz)(y<,.z<,.x :J R(x) = R(z))). 
For each C <fh, M[y; C) for 
(::Jx1) ... (::Jxn)(Con (y, x1) & ... & Con (y, Xn) & 
& XI< ... <Xn & (lfz)(Con (y, z) :J Z=Xt V ... V Z=Xn)). 
Here n is the value of f at C. 
In words, Con (x, y) expresses that the closed interval between x and y 
is either included in or disjoint from the set R. Let us call such an interval 
connected. Then the meaning of M [y; C] is that y is a member of a connected 
interval of length /(C). 
The theory T sought after is the set consisting of: 
(ltx)(lfy)(x<y :J x#-y), (::ly)M[y; C] for all C <fh, 
and 
(lfu)(ltv)(M[u; C] & M[v; ~] :J u<v) for all C<~<fh. 
To show that the m.o.t.(T)=1J, first we observe that M[y; C] and 
M [y; ~] are different formulae whenever C #- ~ because f is a one-one 
function. Thus the sentences of the last kind do not lead to a contra-
diction. 
Secondly, we show that T has a model on 3) 1J· Indeed, define a subset 
R of numbers less than 1J by the following condition: Given w · y + (J < fh 
with b < w, find the least () such that /( w · y) + f( w · y + l) + ... + /( w · y +());;:;.b. 
Since the values of f are positive integers and b < w there is a () which 
satisfies the above inequality. We stipulate that w·y+b is a member of 
Riff() is even. Also, we stipulate that all those numbers in the half open 
interval [fh, 17) are members of R 4). Consider the relational system on 1J 
with the above R and the usual less-than relation as the interpretations 
of R( ) and <. In this system the C-th interval consists of /(C) elements 
for each C <fh, and the interval with/(~) elements comes after the interval 
with f(C) elements whenever C < ~ < fh· Thus the present system is a model 
ofT. 
1 ) EYen though w and ~o are the same number, we use two symbols according 
to the context. 
!) We take for granted some self explanatory abbreviations. 
3 ) That is, a model whose domain ia the set of all ordinal numbers less than TJ· 
4 ) Notice that, if f1, =w· ex+ l the interval [wcx, fl,) ={w ·ex} is included inR according 
to the above stipulations. 
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Finally, consider a well-ordered model of T. In it, the order type of 
the set of connected intervals must be at least p,, because for each C <p, 
there must be a connected interval consisting of f(C) elements. Hence 
by associating C to the first element of this interval, we obtain an order 
preserving one-one mapping of the ordinal numbers less than f-t to the 
elements of the model. Also if fJ > 0, there is the last interval consisting 
of fJ elements. Thus the order type of the model must be at least w ·IX+ fJ = 'YJ· 
So our proof is finished. 
Before stating the theorem from which THM. 2.2. follows as a corollary, 
we need a few definitions. 
Suppose that two ordinal numbers IX and fJ are given and IX> {J. Then 
IX-{J denotes the unique ordinal number y such that IX={J+y. Given two 
numbers IX and (), we define IX//0 and rd[IX, 0] as the unique pair of 
numbers which satisfy the equation IX=w6· (1X//0)+rd[1X, 0] and the 
inequality rd[IX, ()] < w6• IX and fJ are said to have the same ()-character, 
if rd[IX, O]=rd[{J, 0], and IX//0=0 is equivalent to fJ//0=0. Two sequences 
of ordinal numbers are said to have the same 0-character if they are of 
the same length (i.e. their order types are the same) and all corresponding 
terms have the same ()-characters. ' 
In the rest of the paper, we make conventions that (1X1, ... , IXk, IXk+l) 
and ({J1. ... , fJk, fJk+l) are non-decreasing sequences of ordinal numbers; 
IXo and {Jo denote the number zero; IX't [fJ't] denotes IXH1-1Xt [fJt+l-fJt] for 
i=O, ... , k; A and B denote sets of ordinal numbers less than 1Xk+1 and 
fJH1, respectively; and~ and 58 denote relational systems (A, <, 1X1, ... , 1Xk) 
and (B, <, fJ1. ... , {Jk), respectively. 
THEOREM 3. Two relational systems ~ and 58 are elementarily equiva-
lent if and only if (1X'k, ... , IX'o) and (fJ'k, ... , {J'o) have the same w-character. 
Proof of THM. 2.2. from THM. 3. Suppose a theory T and its model 
~ are given. We define a sequence {Jo, ... , fJk+l by induction on the sub-
script. Let {Jo = 0, and let fJH1 = fJ~, + ww · Yt + ~t for i = l, ... , k, where 
y,= min (1, IX'~,ffw) and ~t=rd[IX'~,, w]. Clearly (1X'k, ... , IX'o) and (fJ'k, ... , {J'o) 
have the same w-character and fJH1<wm·(k+2). Thus T has a model of 
ordinal type less than w"' · (k + 2). 
Conversely, suppose a number IXk+l is given and IXk+l < ww • (k+ 2). So 
w<» · i < IXk+l < wm · ( i + l) for some i < k + l. If i > 0, let IXJ = w<» · min ( i- l, j) 
for j=l, ... , k. If i=O, let IX1= ... =1Xk=0. LetT be the set of sentences 
true in ~- Then no system of smaller order type is a model of T. For, 
given ({J1, ... , fJH1) such that fJk+l <IXk+l. consider ({J'k, ... , fJ'o). If 
(fJ'k-1, ... , fJ'o) has the same w-character as (IX'k-1, ... , IX'o) and IX'k//w and 
{J' k//w are both equal to zero or both unequal to zero, then IX1 = fJ1, ... , IXk = {Jk 
must be the case/because of our choice of IX's. Then rd[1Xk', w]7~,rd[{Jk', w], 
since IXk=fJk and IXk+l>fJk+l· Thus (1X'k, ... , IX'o) and (fJ'k, ... , fJ'o) cannot 
have the same w-character. By THM. 3. we know that~ and 58 are not 
equivalent, whence 58 is not a model of T. 
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Proof of THM. 3. First we assume that (rx'k, ... , rx'o) and (/3'k, ... , f3'o) 
have the same w-character and we show the elementary equivalence of 
~ and ~- By an assignment we mean an eventually constant sequence 
of type w. Furthermore, we require that an assignment from A (from B) 
should have rx0 , ••• , IXk (flo, ... , /3k) as terms. Since we do not consider the 
simultaneous satisfiability of an infinite set of formulae, our definition 
of assignments does not pose any essential restriction vis-a-vis the more 
general notion of assignments. Notice that every subset of the terms of 
an assignment (in our sense) has a maximal and a minimal element. We 
use x andy to denote assignments from A and from B, respectively, and 
the Ct and the~'' i=O, 1, ... ,to denote the terms ofx and ofy, respectively. 
x[qfC] is the assignment obtained from x by changing the q-th term to C. 
y[qf~] is used in a similar fashion. 
We call the half-open interval [rx,, IXHI) the i-th ~-interval fori= 0, ... , k. 
If Cis a member of the i-th ~-interval and IXi+I-C<ww, we say that C 
is in the i-th ~-tail. We denote C-rxi by C' when C belongs to the i-th 
~-interval. Given an assignment x, we denote by Xi the subsequence 
consisting of those terms belonging to the i-th ~-interval, and by x' the 
sequence obtained from x in an obvious way. Notions and notations 
concerning ~ are used in similar manners. Two sequences are called similar 
if the i-th term of one sequence is smaller than the j-th term of the 
sequence iff the i-th term of the other sequence is smaller than the j-th 
term. Assignments x and y are called alike if 
{i) for each j < w, i < k, Ci is rxt iff ~i is p,, 
{ii) for each j<w, i<.k, C1 belongs to the i-th ~-interval iff ~i belongs 
to the i-th ~-interval, and 
(iii) for each j < w, i < k, if either Ci is in the i-th ~-tail or ~i is in the i-th 
~-tail, then Ci- (rxi + ww · (rx't//w)) = ~J- (f3i + ww · (f3't//w)). 
We call two assignments x andy p-congruent, where p<w, if they are 
alike and satisfy two more conditions 
(iv) rd[x', p] and rd[y', p] are the same sequences, 
(v) for each i<.k, x.g'jjp and y///p are similar. 
Easy consequences of definitions are 
(I) x and y are 0-congruent if and only if x and y are similar and alike. 
(II) If x and yare p-congruent then they are (p-1)-congruent. 
Here are a few more propositions and their proofs. 
(III) For each x and p < w, there is a y such that x and y are p-congruent. 
Since· x is eventually constant, there are only finitely many different 
terms in x, a fortiori in Xt for each i<;.k. Let IXi=CHo>< ... <Ct(t)<IXHI 
represent the different terms in x,. If IXHI-IXi < ww, let ~i(n) = f3t + (Ct<n> -rx,) 
for each n < t. If IXi+I -rx.g;;;;;. ww, first let ~i(O) = p,. If n > 0 and Cten> is 
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not in the i-th 21:-tail, let ~i(n) =t1t+wP· (151 + ... +15n)+rd[C't(n), p], where 
15m, L;:;m,;;;n, is 0 or 1 according as C't<mlf/p=C't<m-1J//p or not. If Ct(n) 
is in the i-th 21:-tail, let ~i(n)=tJt+w"'·(f)'t/jw)+rd[C't<nJ, w]. From these 
representatives we can form an assignment y in the same way as x can 
be reconstructed from its representatives. Condition (ii) is satisfied because 
(tX'k, ... , tX'o) and <t1'k, ... , (J'o) have the same w-character. The above 
choice of the f5's guarantees that condition (v) holds. 
(IV) If x and y are p-congruent then for every C E A ( ~ E B) and q there 
is a~ E B (C E A) such that x[qjC] and y[qj~] are (p-1)-congruent. 
Since p-congruence is a symmetric relation, it suffices to show how to 
find a ~ from a given C. So suppose C is given. If one of the terms of x 
is C, or Cis in the i-th 21:-tail, our choice of~ is obvious to ensure p-congru-
ence, whence (p- 1 )-congruence. So we assume that neither of the above 
is the case. Then due to our definition of assignments, there must be Cs 
and Ct such that tXt<Cs<C<Ct<tXt+I, and for no CJ, Cs<Ci<Ct hold. More-
over we are assuming that IXH1-C>w"', and hence tXt+I-tXt?w"' and 
tJi+l- tJi > ww. 
Case (l). tXt+I-Ct>w"'. It follows that tJt+I-h>w"' from (iii). Either 
(1.1) C's//p<C't//p or (1.2) C's//p=C't//p and rd[C's, p]<rd[C't, p]. 
(1.1) In this case ~'s//p<g't//p and hence g'8jj(p-1)<~'t//(p-1). 
(1.1.1) C's//(p -1) < (/j(p -1) < C' t//(p -1). Let~= tJt + wP{e8 jjp) + wP-1 + 
+rd[C', p-1]. Since ~'s//p<~'t//p, certainly ~'//(p-1)<~'t//(p-1). Hence 
~<~t· Thus (v) and (iii) of (p-1)-congruence of x[qjC] and y[q(~] are 
satisfied by this ~- Other conditions are either obviously or vacuously 
satisfied. 
(1.1.2) C's//(p-1)=(//(p-1). Then C'jj(p-1)<C't/((p-1). Let ~=fit+ 
+ wP-1(~'s(/p -1) +rd[C'' p -1 ]. ~' //(p-1) = ~'s/((p -1) < r t(/(p -1). Hence 
~' < ~t· So ~ is in the i-th ~-interval but not in its tail. Other conditions 
of congruence are easy to check. 
(1.1.3) C'//(p-1)=C't//(p-1). Then rd[C', p-1]<rd[C't, p-1]=rd[~'t, 
p-1], by the nature of Ct and assignments x andy. Let ~=t1t+wP-1 (~'t(/ 
jjp-1)+rd[C'jjp-1]. Then rd[~', p-1]<rd[~'t, p-1], whence ~<~t· 
(1.2) In this case ~'s(/p=~'t//p and rd[~'s, p]<rdr;'t, p]. Let ~=fit+ 
+wP- Ws(/p) +rd[C, p]. Conditions (iv) and (v) of p-congruence are ap-
parently satisfied by x[qjC] and y[q(H Also these assignments are easily 
seen to be alike. Thus in this case the new assignments are p-congruent, 
even. Their (p-1)-congruence follows from (II). 
Case (2). tXi+1-Ct<w">, and hence tJt+I-~t<w"' also. 
From the assumption on C, it follows that C'jjp<C't//p for all p<w. 
So the case corresponding to (1.2) or (1.1.3) never occurs. In other cases, 
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the ; defined above serve our purpose, since those ; are not in the )S-tail 
and also other conditions are satisfied as before. 
We have covered all possible cases, and thus have proved (IV). 
For the next proposition, the notion of the order of a formula is neces-
sary. This is defined by induction on the formation of formulae. The order 
of an atomic formula is zero; the order of r-..~ <P is the same as that of <P; 
the order of <P V 1p is the maximum of the orders of <P and 1p; the order of 
("3u)<f exceeds by one the order of <f. (Similarly for other connectives.) 
(V) For every x and y and a formula <f, if x and y are p-congruent and 
the order of <P does not exceed p, then <P is satisfied in m: by x if and 
only if <P is satisfied in )S by y. 
Our proof is by induction on the formation of <f. If <f is atomic, its truth 
values under two similar and alike assignments are the same. Hence the 
present proposition is shown by using (I). 
Verifications about propositional connectives are routine. So we assume 
<P is (3u)'lfJ, the order of <f is p, and u is the q-th variable. Suppose that x 
satisfies <f. Then there is a ' in A such that x[q/CJ satisfies <f in m:. By 
(IV) there is a ; in B such that x[qfC] and y[qf;] are (p-1)-congruent. 
Since the order of 1p is p -l, the induction hypothesis entails that 1p is 
satisfied by y[qf;] in )S. Hence <P is satisfied by y in )S. The implication 
in the opposite direction can be shown similarly. 
From (III) and (V), we conclude that 
m: and )S are elementarily equivalent. 
Before we start the proof of the converse direction of THM. 3, it is 
convenient to introduce following abbreviations. 
Lo(u, v) for u<v, 
Ln+l(u, v) for Lo(u, v) & (lfy)(Ln(u, y) & Lo(y, v) 
:J ("3z)(Ln(u, z) & Lo(y, z) & Lo(z, v))). 
(In words, Ln(u, v) expresses that v-u is of the form wn· fJ for some 
non-zero {J). Using these abbreviations, we can write out 5) a formula 
D.(u, v), for each ordinal number v<ww, which expresses that v-u is v. 
Now, suppose that (rx'k, ... , rx'o) and ({J'Jc, ... , {J'o) are of different w-
characters. Hence there is ani, 0 <,i < k, such that(%) rd[rx'i, w] *rd[{J'i, w] 
or (S) one of rx'i//w and fJ'd/w is zero and the other is not. We only consider 
the case that 0 < i < k; the remaining two cases can be handled by slight 
modifications of the argument below. 
If($) is the case, we consider the sentences ("3x)(LJ(Ci, x) & Lo(x, CiH)) 
for j = 0, l, . . . . Here c~, ... , ck are individual constants of the language. 
0 ) To write this out is a very dreary and tedious job, and yet it involves no 
difficulty. So we do not do it here. 
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In one of S}.( and ~ all of these sentences are true but in the other all 
sentences with sufficiently large j are false. Thus 2{ and~ are not equivalent. 
If (%)is the case and, in addition, cx't//w=f3't//w=0, then D.(ct, Ct+I) 
is true in 2{ and~ exactly when v=rd[cx't, w] and v=rd[f3't, w],respectively. 
Since these two values are different by assumption, 2{ and ~ are not 
equivalent. 
Suppose that (%) is the case and cx't//w and f3't//w are both non-zero. 
In this case, we consider the set of sentences S.= {(3u)(D.(u, Ct+I) & 
& Ln(Ct, u)); n=O, l, ... }.Because Ci+l is a constant D.(u, Ct+I)&Ln(Ct,u) 
is satisfied by exactly one element of A and of B for sufficiently large n. 
So in S}.( and ~. all sentences in s. are true exactly when v=rd[cx't, w] 
and v=rd[f3't, w], respectively. Since these values are different, S}.( and 
~ are not equivalent. 
Our proof of THM. 3. is finished. 
REMARK. THM. 3. is supplementary to a result in the literature (cf. 
[F]), that two systems (w"', <)and (On,<) are elementarily equivalent, 
where On is the class of all ordinal numbers. It seems to be of some 
interest that any two systems on ordinal numbers are considered in THM. 3. 
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